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Stroke is a major cause of death and long-term disability accompanied by steep social and medical costs. Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic, lifelong, severe metabolic health problem characterized by hyperglycemia, attributable to insulin deficiency, insulin resistance, or a combination of both. Patients with DM suffer from massive vascular damage and rapidly develop microvascular and macrovascular diseases, often leading to end organ damage such as damage to the kidneys, eyes, and peripheral nervous system. DM raises the risk of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases (such as ischemic stroke) multifold. Approximately 30% of stroke patients have DM, and stroke in diabetic patients follows a distinct clinical pattern mostly resulting in poor prognosis. DM alters metabolism, and complications stroke pathology, making it challenging to treat the diabetic ischemic brain. Long-term functional recovery in patients with DM-stroke is often hindered by increased predisposition to recurrent strokes. As a result, neurological deficits and mortality rates are significantly higher in patients with stroke who also have DM. Experimental studies have shown that DM instigates a cascade of events leading to severe vascular dysfunction, hemorrhage, earlier and more severe white matter injury, and aggravated inflammatory responses compared with non-DM ischemic brain. In this article, we review diabetic stroke–induced blood–brain barrier (BBB) disruption, vascular and reperfusion damage, as well as underlying pathophysiological mechanisms such as shear stress, diminished fibrinolytic capacity, mitochondrial dysfunction, and oxidative stress as well as neuroinflammation in mediating diabetic stroke–induced vascular and reperfusion damage.

Blood–Brain Barrier Disruption in Diabetic Stroke

DM triggers an assortment of vascular pathologies including increased vascular permeability, which contributes to high morbidity of ischemic stroke. The BBB is composed of endothelial cells, astrocytic end-feet, pericytes, and a thick basement membrane, and serves as a dynamic semipermeable barrier separating the peripheral circulation and the central nervous system. The BBB is essentially a diffusion barrier that allows the passage of hydrophobic molecules and metabolic products by passive diffusion while preventing the entry of microscopic substances, hydrophilic molecules, and potential neurotoxins. Between the cerebral endothelial cells, tight junctions (TJs) form a diffusion barrier and prevent bloodborne substances from entering the brain. Astrocytic end-feet continuously line all cerebral vessels and are crucial for maintaining the TJ barrier. Prolonged DM induces thickening of the capillary basement membrane, which then increases BBB permeability because of alterations in the physical dimensions of the meshwork and changes in the normal electrical charge surrounding the pores between endothelial cells. A ruptured BBB is permeable to large molecules and facilitates the invasion of inflammatory factors, neurotoxins, and pathogens into the brain. BBB disruption occurs in the acute phase after stroke and is among the initial steps that precede many neurological disorders. BBB permeability has also been associated with an increase in endothelial transcytosis. In experimental stroke, it has been shown that hemorrhagic transformation and BBB permeability usually increases within 7 days poststroke in non-DM animals, but it can extend up to 14 days or longer in DM stroke animals. Systemic inflammation has been shown to worsen BBB disruption and exacerbate functional deficits after stroke in mice. In a vicious cycle, while BBB disruption allows the entry of inflammatory factors into the brain, the pro-inflammatory factors in turn promote BBB disruption and lead to hemorrhagic transformation in diabetic stroke animals.
Cerebral edema is a pathological increase of brain water content leading to a rise in the intracranial pressure and may occur because of swelling of brain cells, called cytotoxic edema or from BBB disruption and an increase interstitial water content called vasogenic edema.\(^{19,20}\) Immediately following ischemic injury, cytotoxic cerebral edema may ensue, driven by impaired cellular metabolism and dysfunction of sodium and potassium membrane ion pumps, which leads to increased water uptake and subsequent swelling of brain cells.\(^{20}\) Vasogenic edema formation is driven by hydrostatic pressure gradient, which is influenced by intracranial pressure, systemic blood pressure, capillary occlusion, and vasospasm.\(^{19}\) In vasogenic edema, following TJ and BBB rupture, transendothelial permeability increases, facilitating the entry of water and plasma proteins such as albumin and immunoglobulin G into the brain interstitial space.\(^{21}\) The osmotic pressure gradient mediated by osmotically active molecules such as Na\(^+\) and proteins also mediates water influx in vasogenic edema.\(^{19}\) Poststroke brain edema was found to be associated with greater neurological deficits both during admission and at discharge.\(^{22}\) In addition, a higher incidence of poststroke edema was reported in patients with DM.\(^{22}\) Similarly, in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) mice subjected to stroke, a significant increase in both ipsilateral and contralateral brain water content was observed.\(^{23}\) Additional complications such as hypertension can exacerbate cerebral edema after stroke in patients with DM.\(^{23}\) Understanding the mechanism and consequences of BBB disruption after stroke and in particular diabetic stroke are essential to developing therapeutics.\(^{24,25}\)

**Role of Tight Junction**

TJs between adjacent endothelial cells seal interendothelial cell gaps, while adherent junctions (AJs) maintain interendothelial cell contact.\(^{26}\) The TJs create a high endothelial electrical resistance and low paracellular permeability, thereby preventing ion flux and paracellular diffusion across the BBB.\(^{26}\) During ischemic stroke, TJ degradation occurs in a multistep time-dependent fashion involving a number of interdependent signaling mechanisms.\(^{11}\) During the reperfusion phase of ischemia–reperfusion (I/R) injury, reactive hyperemia and loss of cerebral autoregulation lead to acute opening of the BBB TJs.\(^{11}\) The stability of the TJ is maintained by anchoring TJ proteins (eg, occludin and claudin) and the AJ protein cadherin to the actin cytoskeleton via multiple accessory proteins such as zonula occludens.\(^{26,27}\) Under normal conditions, the actin–myosin cytoskeleton is distributed as short filaments and diffuse monomers between the endothelial cells.\(^{27}\) However, when subjected to hypoxic stress, the actin filaments polymerize into linear stress fibers and the actin–myosin cytoskeleton contracts via myosin light chain phosphorylation, leading to increased cytoskeletal tension, weakening of the junction seals, and increased BBB permeability.\(^{27,28}\) Stroke decreases TJ transmembrane proteins such as occludin, claudin, zonula occludens, and junction adhesion molecules.\(^{11,26}\) DM decreases TJ proteins in the parenchymal blood vessels, inducing BBB disruption, and facilitates extravasation of albumin and inflammatory factors into the brain.\(^{29}\) Calcium is critical to maintain intercellular junctions; hence, an increased intracellular calcium after stroke can also alter the expression of TJ and AJ proteins in the brain, affecting BBB permeability.\(^{26}\) T2DM significantly induces brain TJ disruption and exacerbates BBB damage, increases infarct volume, as well as worsens neurological deficits in mice with stroke.\(^{30}\)

**Role of Pericytes**

Pericytes are functional components of the neurovascular unit that are embedded in the basement membrane and closely interact with endothelial cells of capillaries and venules via physical contact and paracrine signaling.\(^{31}\) Pericytes have contractile properties, inductive, structural, and regulatory roles, and their interactions with endothelial cells are crucial for BBB maintenance, and structure and function of basement membrane and endothelial TJs.\(^{32,33}\) During ischemic stroke, constriction and death of pericytes leads to prolonged cerebral blood flow (CBF) decrease and BBB disruption.\(^{34}\) Hyperglycemia in DM causes oxidative stress and depletes pericytes from the cerebral microvasculature, which then leads to BBB disruption.\(^{35}\) During the hypoxic phase of stroke, pericyte migration from their usual microvascular location can directly or indirectly induce BBB disruption.\(^{32}\) Following ischemic stroke, pericytes acquire multipotent stem cell activity, leave the vessel wall, proliferate, and exhibit microglial cell phenotype.\(^{36,37}\) Pericyte-derived vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) may promote BBB disruption after stroke in mice.\(^{38}\) VEGF is an important growth factor for angiogenesis and directly stimulates endothelial cell proliferation and migration.\(^{39}\) Although VEGF is beneficial when administered before stroke\(^{40}\) or at a delayed time point after stroke,\(^{41}\) in the acute phase of stroke, VEGF increases BBB leakage, cerebral hemorrhage, and infarction volume.\(^{41}\) DM rats suffer from vascular damage, which is aggravated after an ischemic insult; the effects of VEGF may be exacerbated in DM stroke rats compared with nondiabetic stroke rats.\(^{42,43}\) In DM, mitochondrial oxidative stress leads to both endothelial cell damage as well as pericyte depletion and BBB leakage.\(^{44}\) In the minutes to hours following ischemia, endothelial swelling and pericytes mediate capillary constriction, which is followed by rapid pericyte death leading to irreversible constriction of capillaries and BBB damage.\(^{34,45}\)
Role of Astrocytes

The key functions of astrocytes include participation in BBB formation, maintaining ion and water homeostasis, releasing neurotrophic factors and waste clearance from the brain.46,47 Astrocyte–endothelial cell interactions have also been shown to be essential in regulating brain water content and electrolyte balance under normal and pathological conditions.48,49 Ischemic injury to the brain activates astrocytes, and reactive astrocytes can exert a deleterious role (secrete proinflammatory cytokines, inhibit axonal regeneration, infarct expansion) in the acute phase after stroke while exerting a protective role (neurite sprouting, synapse formation, rebuild BBB, secrete neurotrophic factors) in the chronic phase after stroke.50,51 Using a model of forebrain ischemia in rats, it has been reported that diabetic hyperglycemia suppresses ischemia-induced astrocyte activation, increases astrocyte cell death, damages the astrocyte end-foot lining around cerebral vessels, and the damaged astrocytes exhibit increased withdrawal of the astrocyte end-foot from the cerebral vessel wall.52,53 Astrocytic end-feet continuously line all cerebral blood vessels and the water channel protein Aquaporin-4 is highly localized to astrocyte end-feet.47 DM regulates Aquaporin-4 expression in the retina and induces diabetic retinopathy.54 Knockdown of Aquaporin-4 exacerbates retinopathy by increasing retinal vascular permeability, retinal thickness, and expression of pro-inflammatory factors.54 Middle-aged rats induced with DM exhibit a significant decrease of paravascular Aquaporin-4 expression in the hippocampus.55 The interaction between the astrocytes, Aquaporin-4, and endothelial cells regulates brain water content as well as poststroke edema resolution (ie, transport of water via bulk flow from the brain parenchyma to the vascular, intraventricular, and subarachnoid compartments).49,56 Aquaporin-4 has been implicated in water uptake into the brain tissue during the evolution of cytotoxic edema, as well as in water clearance after vasogenic edema.2,1,49,57

Using astroglial conditional Aquaporin-4 knockout mice, it has been shown that deletion of Aquaporin-4 decreases about 30% of brain water uptake after systemic hypo-osmotic stress without affecting BBB impermeability to macromolecules.49 Another study using global Aquaporin-4-deficient mice has shown that stroke in Aquaporin-4-deficient mice results in improved neurological function as well as ≈30% decrease in cerebral cytotoxic edema compared with control wild-type mice subject to stroke.57 In contrast, in a freeze-injury model of vasogenic brain edema, Aquaporin-4-deficient mice suffer from worse neurological outcome, greater intracranial pressure and brain water content, indicating that Aquaporin-4 may be required for fluid clearance in vasogenic brain edema.56 Hence, during the early phase of ischemia, Aquaporin-4 inhibition could facilitate attenuation of cytotoxic edema formation, while during the late phase of ischemic stroke, increased expression of functional Aquaporin-4 could facilitate the reabsorption of vasogenic edema.58

Vascular Impairment in Diabetic Stroke

DM induces endothelial dysfunction including impaired blood vessel tone, platelet activation, leukocyte adhesion, thrombogenesis, and inflammation.59 Impaired insulin signaling in endothelial cells in patients with DM decreases vasodilator nitric oxide and increases vasoconstrictor endothelin-1, resulting in vasoconstriction of blood vessels and decreased CBF.59 Increased inactivation of nitric oxide and/or decreased reactivity of the smooth muscle to nitric oxide can also lead to decreased vasodilation.60 Prolonged exposure to such conditions can lead to endothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis.60 Arterial stiffness is a commonly encountered complication of DM, which is also associated with poor functional outcome after stroke.61 DM-induced oxidative stress and inflammatory responses in turn accelerate atherosclerosis.62 Impaired vasodilation leads to prolonged CBF decrease, which can trigger neuronal cell death.63,64 Therefore, CBF regulation and the re-establishment of functional microvasculature via angiogenesis and arteriogenesis in the ischemic penumbra help maintain neural function, and create a hospitable microenvironment for neuronal plasticity leading to functional recovery.63,64

Angiogenesis is a process of growth of new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, and has been associated with long-term functional improvement in stroke patients.65,66 Angiogenesis is typically at a maximum 7 days after stroke, and stroke patients with a higher cerebral blood vessel density have higher survival rates and better functional improvement.67 DM induces vigorous but dysfunctional angiogenesis and neovascularization; thus, it is associated with poor vessel wall maturity and a large number of nonperfused vessels.2,16,43 DM rats subjected to a model of transient stroke exhibit a dramatic decrease in vascular volume and surface area along with vascular regression at 14 days after stroke in both the ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres.43 Angiogenic responses in DM rodents are mediated in part by an increased VEGF angiogenic signal, increased Angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2) and decreased Ang-1, as well as increased DM-induced oxidative stress.43,68 Ang-1 promotes vascular maturation and stabilization as well as in increases angiogenesis after stroke.69 Ang-1 is a primary physiological ligand for TIE2 and plays a vital role in the migration, adhesion, and survival of endothelial cells and in vessel maturation.70 Ang-1 regulates the organization and maturation of new blood vessels, and decreases leakage and endothelial death.71 Decreased Ang-1 is related to increased BBB leakage and
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Brain hemorrhagic transformation after stroke in DM mice. Ang-1 also inhibits pro-inflammatory mediators such as tumor necrosis factor-α, and interleukins (IL-6, IL-8) that exacerbate vascular and white matter damage after stroke in diabetic populations. 9, 16

White Matter Damage in Diabetic Stroke

Compared with gray matter, white matter of the brain is more sensitive and susceptible to ischemic stress because of its relatively limited blood supply. In addition, DM can induce white matter damage, as well as aggravate white matter injury after stroke. DM stroke patients are prone to developing earlier and exacerbated white matter hyperintensities compared with non-DM patients. Vascular dysfunction including BBB disruption that leads to leakage of serum components into the white matter can also induce white matter damage. The white matter in the brain is also highly sensitive to inflammatory responses, which can injure the white matter directly as well as indirectly by damaging the BBB and/or creating an inhospitable environment for axonal/myelin regeneration. Poststroke white matter damage has been associated with poor neurological outcome, small vessel disease, higher risk of recurrent stroke, cardiac complications, and increased mortality. In elderly patients, cardiac diastolic dysfunction is correlated to the severity of cerebral white matter lesions.

White matter remodeling after stroke involves neurogenesis, oligodendrogenesis, and synaptogenesis, all of which are adversely affected after stroke in animals with DM. DM decreases neuronal dendrite outgrowth and neuronal cell survival and increases cell death of myelin-producing oligodendrocytes. In the diabetic brain, ischemia induces significant white matter rarefaction, decreases axon and myelin density, and decreases the proliferation and survival of oligodendrocytes progenitor cells, and delays remyelination. Loss of myelin and axon density hinders the conduction of nerve signals and interneuronal communications affecting sensorimotor functions. Oligodendrocytes are at an increased risk of damage from ischemia, since white matter has limited blood supply when compared with gray matter and there is very little collateral blood flow in deep white matter. Loss of myelin is of primary concern upon oligodendrocyte damage, as injured oligodendrocytes can no longer produce myelin. Both stroke and DM cause axonal and white matter damage, which induce long-term disability because of the limited capacity of the brain for axonal regeneration and its inhibitory environment for axon regrowth, sprouting, and remyelination.

Patients with DM are also highly susceptible to silent strokes, silent white matter injury, and lacunar infarctions in the brain that can trigger cognitive deficits. Patients with T2DM frequently develop cognitive dysfunction over time, which has been attributed to vascular pathology, subcortical atrophy, as well as the disruption of white matter integrity and topological organization of the cortical white matter network. Since white matter damage can significantly affect cognitive abilities of patients with DM and diabetic stroke, protecting and treating the white matter are critical for long-term improvement of patients.

Ischemia/Reperfusion Damage in Diabetic Stroke

Reperfusion injury is the tissue damage that ensues when blood supply is restored after a period of ischemia. Thrombolysis and mechanical recanalization are major reperfusion strategies after stroke. The only US Food and Drug Administration–approved treatment for ischemic stroke is thrombolysis using tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) that can break down the blood clot and restore blood flow to the brain. However, this treatment is challenged by practicality because of its narrow treatment window (3–4.5 hours after stroke onset). Recent advances in stroke treatments have enabled rapid and effective recanalization using endovascular approaches such as mechanical thrombectomy, and patients with salvageable tissues benefit from improved outcomes. However, only a small population of stroke patients is eligible for acute endovascular intervention. Following I/R, a brief episode of hyperperfusion is followed by secondary hypoperfusion during which there is additional injury to the brain. Oxygen and nutrient deficit during ischemia increases metabolic need of the ischemic penumbra and creates a microenvironment in which the restoration of CBF leads to secondary thrombosis, inflammation, and oxidative stress leading to secondary tissue damage and expansion of infarct volume beyond the initial ischemic insult.

The detrimental effects of DM on I/R injury have been reported in both human and animal studies. I/R injury in DM rats subject to stroke increases susceptibility to vascular damage, BBB disruption, and hemorrhage because of the prolific and dysfunctional angiogenesis present in the diabetic rat brain. In T2DM rats, prolonged exposure to ischemic injury aggravates BBB disruption and leads to cerebral edema and hemorrhagic transformation characterized by bleeding into the brain parenchyma, which worsen stroke outcome. Reperfusion to ischemic brain tissue can lead to hemorrhagic infarct conversion, particularly when large infarcts are involved. I/R injury–associated metabolic alterations, energy depletion, and acidosis further damage cerebral vasculature and make them leaky, allowing for entry of edema fluid and red blood cells extravasation. To protect...
the microcirculation, small vessel resistance increases and large vessel resistance decreases after stroke in the early phase; however, this may contribute to decreased reperfusion and worse outcome after I/R injury. In T2DM rodents, I/R injury induces worse neurological outcome, higher mortality, large infarct area, ipsilateral hemispheric swelling, and edema.

**Mechanisms of Ischemia/Reperfusion Damage in Diabetic Stroke**

**Effect of Shear Stress in Diabetic Stroke**

Shear stress is essentially the tangential force exerted by blood flow on the endothelial cell surface. Shear stress helps create an endothelial transport barrier between blood and underlying tissues while promoting BBB integrity in the brain. The internal carotid artery, which branches out from the common carotid artery, is a major blood-supplying vessel to the brain and serves as a low-resistance pathway for CBF autoregulation. Patients with DM exhibit accelerated atherosclerosis and increased susceptibility to arterial thrombosis, which have been attributed to increased shear stress–induced platelet activation, adhesion, and aggregation on the subendothelium. 

Shear stress and laminar blood flow are atheroprotective. Hence, nonlaminar blood flow in vessels induces alterations in endothelial gene expression, cytoskeletal arrangement, wound repair, leukocyte adhesion, as well as damage to the vasoreactive, oxidative, and inflammatory states of the vessel wall. In addition, plasma von Willebrand factor levels are elevated in the diabetic population, and high shear stress–induced platelet activation is strictly dependent on plasma von Willebrand factor. The naïve blood vessels or damaged cerebral blood vessels that are unable to withstand the shear stress of I/R injury and reperfusion result in rupture and bleeding, thereby aggravating tissue damage caused by ischemic stroke. However, the mechanisms of DM-increased I/R injury after stroke are not very clear.

**High Insulin Resistance**

Ninety percent to 95% of patients with DM are T2DM. Insulin resistance is commonly present in patients with T2DM, hypertensive patients, elderly and obese populations, and in patients suffering from other vascular diseases. In T1DM rats subject to stroke, treatment with tPA increased brain hemorrhage, BBB permeability, and failed to improve neurological functional outcome while increasing inflammatory responses. Another study reported that hyperglycemia during tPA infusion after stroke in rats increased BBB permeability and intracerebral hemorrhage, which may be mediated by oxidative stress mechanisms such as increasing superoxide production by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase. High levels of insulin resistance have been associated with poor outcomes in patients with stroke receiving tPA, and DM stroke patients treated with tPA often have poor prognosis, poor functional outcome, and elevated rates of intracerebral hemorrhage.

A large number of patients with DM suffer from large vessel atherothrombotic stroke, and it has been reported that treatment with tPA in such cases is less efficient compared with other types of stroke. Insulin resistance remains a high risk factor for stroke and a potential target for stroke prevention and control.

Experimental studies have reported that insulin resistance caused by defects in glycogen synthesis triggers detrimental changes in the vascular beds. In rats with DM, the infarct volume after stroke was found to be directly proportional to increasing levels of hyperglycemia. Insulin resistance has been reported to mediate hindlimb I/R damage in rats via inflammatory responses that result in microglial activation and neuronal apoptosis. The release of pro-inflammatory adipokines such as IL-6, tumor necrosis factor-α, and plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) by visceral adipose tissue can initiate the development of insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction. Accumulated fat and enhanced adipose tissue–derived PAI-1 influence metabolism and vessels in relation to macrophage infiltration, chronic inflammation, and free fatty acid release in obese states. Also, impaired fibrinolysis, which is common among diabetic subjects, is related to insulin resistance, as discussed below.

**Diminished Fibrinolytic Capacity**

Fibrinolysis is the process of breaking down a fibrin clot (or blood clot) by dissecting the fibrin mesh at several points. The resulting fragments are typically cleared by proteases or by the kidney and liver. DM is associated with diminished fibrinolytic capacity, increased coagulability, and increased concentration in blood of PAI-1. In DM, insulin resistance and metabolic abnormalities are induced during proinflammatory responses by elevated PAI-1 levels involving several cytokines and chemokines. Decrease in fibrinolytic capacity has been implicated in the development and progression of atherosclerotic plaque. As noted above, DM stroke patients often have large vessel atherothrombotic stroke for which tPA therapy has lower efficacy. In a trial that studied patients treated with tPA within 3 hours of stroke onset, elevated serum glucose and DM were found to be independent predictors of intracerebral hemorrhage. Circulating thrombin-activatable fibrinolysis inhibitor and PAI-1 are causal factors for thrombolytic failure. PAI-1 levels are significantly increased in T2DM patients with atherothrombotic ischemic stroke, and increased PAI-1 levels can persist even at...
Mitochondrial Dysfunction and Oxidative Stress

Mitochondrial dysfunction after stroke may result from impaired delivery of glucose and oxygen to brain tissue, mismatch of ATP production and uptake, and from the alterations to mitochondrial properties caused during I/R.116 Mitochondrial oxidative stress with an increased abundance of reactive oxygen species (ROS) after I/R is a key mediator of diabetic stroke, and diabetic stroke pathologies.44 ROS generated from mitochondria mediate neurodegeneration and apoptotic signaling pathways after stroke. DM can aggravate hemorrhagic transformation after stroke via alterations to mitochondrial functions such as decreased cell proliferation, ATP content, mitochondrial membrane potential, and increased matrix metalloproteinase activity, as well as through mitochondrial morphological alterations such as fragmentation, vacuolation, and cristae disruption.117

ROS and reactive nitrogen species act as signaling molecules of growth factors to promote angiogenesis; however, according to the “redox window” concept, a mild and not severe level of ROS/reactive nitrogen species stimulates functional angiogenesis.68 Extracellular glucose has a profound effect on the cellular response to oxidative stress. A level of oxidative stress normally anabolic may be pathological in high glucose conditions.118 DM in humans and animals exhibits chronic oxidative stress likely because of the metabolism of excess substrates such as glucose and fatty acids that are available in the hyperglycemic state, and because of mitochondrial dysfunction associated with insulin resistance.12 Hyperglycemia induces oxidative stress, and both upregulate matrix metalloproteinase-9 activity. Increased matrix metalloproteinase-9 expression and proteolytic activation promote BBB damage and brain hemorrhage after stroke in rats.119 Oxidative stress appears to be a key link between inflammation and angiogenesis and has been reported to be an important factor in the development of necrosis and apoptosis after stroke, particularly upon I/R.120

Inflammatory Responses

Pro-inflammatory cytokines increase the production and activity of free radicals and ROS, creating oxidative stress that is detrimental to brain repair.121 Following an ischemic stroke, mild inflammation can be favorable for brain repair during the chronic stage.122 However, in the acute phase, when there is uncontrolled inflammation, the activated microglia, astrocytes, and macrophages can exacerbate damage and/or death to the injured brain by releasing pro-inflammatory factors and by creating an inhospitable environment for neural repair.123 Both the innate and adaptive immune systems are activated upon inflammation; and DM, stroke, and DM-stroke can regulate immune response.124 DM induces chronic inflammatory responses including increasing inflammatory mediators that can activate neutrophils and vascular endothelium.91 During I/R, adherence of activated neutrophils to the injured endothelium induces additional damage to the microvasculature and surrounding brain tissue.91 In experimental T2DM stroke, following I/R, exaggerated neutrophil adhesion in the cerebral microcirculation occurs early after reperfusion alongside aggravated inflammatory responses and poor neurological outcome.91 Acute increase of inflammatory mediators such as high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) in the serum has also been implicated in the inflammatory cascade following DM and I/R injury125 and is discussed in the following sections. In T2DM patients, a decrease in the production of nitric oxide (vasodilator) and an increase in the secretion of endothelin-1 (vasoconstrictor) enhance vasoconstriction and stimulate release of pro-inflammatory cytokines.12

Many inflammatory factors such as inflammatory cytokines that activate NF-κB, matrix metalloproteinase,9 Toll-like receptors, and receptor for advanced glycation end products are typically increased in animals with diabetic stroke.8 Toll-like receptors play a primary role in regulating the innate immune response and impact endothelial cell survival and angiogenic responses. HMGB1 is an inflammatory mediator secreted upon injury by immune cells or injured cells. HMGB1 promotes inflammatory responses by stimulating the expression of cytokines such as interleukins (IL-1β, IL-6), and inflammation-related enzyme inducible nitric oxide synthase, which can cause secondary injury to the brain after I/R.125 HMGB1 release can trigger an inflammatory cascade and binds to its receptors Toll-like receptors 4 and receptor for advanced glycation end products. Receptor for advanced glycation end products has been implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic complications, inflammatory disorders, and neurodegenerative diseases.126 Receptor for advanced glycation end products expression is significantly increased in diabetic stroke animals.8 It has been reported that in cerebral ischemia, HMGB1 triggers matrix metalloproteinase-9 increase in neurons and astrocytes mainly through Toll-like receptors-4.127

As a part of tissue response to I/R injury, the expression of several protein kinases is altered such as calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II, mitogen-activated protein kinase, family members c-Jun N-terminal kinase, extracellular signal-regulated kinase, protein kinase B, and protein kinase C.128 However, it is unclear whether the changes in protein...
kinase expression mediate I/R injury or are activated by ischemia,128 and discussing the role of all these protein kinases is beyond the scope of this review.

Hyperglycemia in Patients With Acute Stroke

Approximately 30% of patients with acute stroke suffer from either pre-existing DM or newly diagnosed DM.2,129 Mortality rates are significantly increased in hyperglycemic patients with ischemic stroke.130 In patients with stroke with normal glucose levels, mortality rates are ≈29%.130 However, in hyperglycemic patients with stroke with or without a history of DM, mortality rates are increased to 45% and 78%, respectively.130 Several studies have indicated that in a majority of patients with acute stroke with admission hyperglycemia, hyperglycemia may be triggered by stress responses in reaction to the extensive brain injury.130,131 Experimental evidence suggests that hyperglycemia significantly worsens both cortical intracellular brain acidosis and mitochondrial function in the ischemic penumbra, while provoking anaerobic metabolism, lactic acidosis, and free radical production.129,132 While most experimental studies as well as clinical trials have concluded that DM and hyperglycemia are associated with poor outcome poststroke, there are, however, a few reports indicating that hyperglycemia may also extend mild protection against neuronal damage.133,134 Using 2 experimental stroke models in rodents, it has been shown that the adverse effects of hyperglycemia in stroke may critically depend on several factors: (1) the extent of collateral blood supply to the injured brain tissue, (2) the extent of local CBF decrease, and (3) the timing of hyperglycemia.134 In the ischemic border tissue, hyperglycemia increases glucose supply and promotes anaerobic metabolism converting glucose to lactic acid.132,134 Hence, in ischemic regions receiving collateral blood flow, acidosis leads to the expansion of infarct by recruiting the ischemic penumbra into the infarction.132,134 Therefore, as expected, in animals subject to stroke with diffuse infarctions in the cortex and subcortical brain, acute hyperglycemia significantly increased neurological deficits and infarction volume.135 However, in lacunar infarction that involves the occlusion of a deep penetrating vessel, hyperglycemia decreases neurological functional deficits without affecting, or even decreasing, subcortical infarction volume.134,135 These effects are widely attributed to an intact BBB, which prevents entry of neurotoxins and inflammatory factors into the ischemic brain, and poor collateral circulation in the subcortical areas, which makes glucose levels inconsequential.135,136 In normoglycemic rats subject to stroke, the ischemic border zone exhibits an increased glucose utilization rate with damage to neurons, while in hyperglycemic rats subject to stroke, normal glucose metabolism and structurally intact neurons were observed in the ischemic border zone.133 Such neuroprotection after stroke in hyperglycemic conditions may be attributable to inhibition of the metabolically demanding, spontaneous, recurrent, and transient increases in

Figure. Summary of pathophysiological cascade in diabetic stroke. BBB indicates blood–brain barrier; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
extracellular potassium in the cortical ischemic border zone that is observed under normoglycemic stroke conditions.\textsuperscript{134} In fact, the very high energy demands imposed by the spreading depression near ischemic core regions may be fueled under high glucose conditions.\textsuperscript{136} Persistent hyperglycemia after stroke is an independent determinant of infarct expansion via recruiting the ischemic penumbra and leads to worse functional outcome,\textsuperscript{137} hence treatment strategies to normalize glucose levels after stroke are necessary.

**Summary**

The major pathophysiological changes and underlying mechanisms for stroke in the diabetic population have been discussed and are summarized in Figure. DM exacerbates neurological deficits after stroke and aggravates stroke pathology. DM induces massive microvascular and macrovascular changes, promotes BBB dysfunction, leads to white matter damage, and aggravates inflammatory responses after stroke, thereby, in concert, creating an inhospitable environment for brain repair. Treating the diabetic stroke brain is a challenge, and it is of prime research interest to develop and test treatment strategies specifically for diabetic stroke. Largely, several stroke treatments that are successful in preclinical studies have failed to translate to the clinic. Among the various reasons attributed to this failure is the lack of including comorbidities in experimental design while testing therapeutics. Chronic diseases such as DM can have a profound impact on multiple organs, which is also important to take into account when treating diabetic stroke. Recently, the role of exosomes and MicroRNA in mediating vascular and I/R damage after stroke and aggravates BBB dysfunction, leads to white matter damage, and aggravates inflammatory responses after stroke, thereby, in concert, creating an inhospitable environment for brain repair. Treating the diabetic stroke brain is a challenge, and it is of prime research interest to develop and test treatment strategies specifically for diabetic stroke. Largely, several stroke treatments that are successful in preclinical studies have failed to translate to the clinic. Among the various reasons attributed to this failure is the lack of including comorbidities in experimental design while testing therapeutics. Chronic diseases such as DM can have a profound impact on multiple organs, which is also important to take into account when treating diabetic stroke. Recently, the role of exosomes and MicroRNA in mediating vascular and I/R damage after stroke has emerged.\textsuperscript{12,138,139} However, discussions about these mechanisms are beyond the scope of this article. In addition, understanding the acute events, I/R damage, and role of insulin resistance following stroke in diabetic populations may enable development of preventative strategies of secondary stroke. From a research point of view, a comprehensive understanding of the pathophysiological changes after stroke in the diabetic population is necessary for developing successful treatment strategies for stroke patients with DM.
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